
AKTENA DISPENSERS

Dispensing. The property of huge importance, that 
is either part of the product or supplied as an addi-
tional dispensing system. Controlling Quantity and 
Creating Advertising Surfaces at the same time.

The dispensing features of our products but also 
dispensing systems and machines, have been part of 
our range from the late ‘80s. On natiowide basis, our 
company was the initial company which applied dis-
pensing systems for in-store packaging products on 
mass scale with large retail clients back then. 

We have since installed and designed thousands of 
dispensing units for the major supermarket and re-
tail chains, while our products feature increasingly 
dispensing properties as they develop.

The purpose of a dispenser is a combination of bet-
ter organizing the supply of the bag to the client, 
hygiene, image, space-saving, quantity-control, and 
possibly, if required, charging control at sales point 
(in case the bags would be charged).

Apart from dispensing system, there are self dis-
pensing products, which assist, through their special 
packaging, the one-by-one pulling of the individual 
pieces, thus preventing chaotic dispersing of bags 
at sales points, and also encouraging cost control by 
preventing usage with no reason.

We also design, supply and apply in-store dispensing 
systems as tailor made solutions and projects for 
the retail chains.



DISPENSER CONTEMPO

For the last 30 years, roll-bags dispensers, have
remained virtually unchanged. 

Now, we invest in the production of the  
PRODUCTION-ITEM1-AKTENA-CONTEMPO-D 

which 
- Is specially designed for compostable bags
 after hundreds of attempts so as bags are
 dispensed without being hurt  
- Does not rust and lasts for years without any
 damages 
- Can easily be cleaned with water and dipped in   
 water with no implication on the material 
- Can have engraved logo of client
- Can be used as advertising surface 
- Option of Eink 
- Option of Made from Plastic Bags Collected from   
 the sea 
- Antibacterial Option
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